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Dungeon quest weapon rarity

In: Share 2 different items for different classes, warriors and mages, each has its own technical advantages. Various are rare, higher is better. Gray or clear, common, green is unusual, blue is rare, purple, epic, and a yellow/white, green, green, and a yellow/white, green, orange, and a yellow/white, green, orange, and a yellow, green, and a yellow/white, green, orange, and a yellow, orange, and a yellow, and a yellow Weapons have a
range of magic damage and physical damage. Armor has three figures that you can upgrade: health, magic damage, and physical damage, while the weapon, of course only physical and/or physical damage. Community content is available under CC-by-SA unless otherwise noted. Im a noob: I and I don't know much about this game and am thinking that magic, rare, leagendary and green things. I've seen photos of light blue and
purple items, what are they? Light blue = crystal suffix (blue line on item) purple = mythical item -- &gt; Made with myths here Watch Griffin Smithery: Myths @CombatWombt019 from worse to best. Gray: Normal Gear Blue: Magic gear (usually has 1-2 suffix) Yellow: Rare gear (usually has 3-5 suffixes) Orange: Epic gear (6 is suffix) Red: legendary (found only with drops, They usually come with set suffixes and suffixes that you can't
get with rolls) Cyan: Crystal Gear (1 crystal suffix, drops can come from) Purple: Legendary gear (1 is legendary suffix) Green: Eternal gear (legendary gear with 50% quality, it has a chance to suffix the crystal) Thank you, Yay got eternal gear. It's super useful for all of us noobs there, cheers bro I had already overpowered the 800+ AR shirt (Eternal) and I just got a crystal mirror (I use Rogue) and I was already the absolute legend
and I never knew what varieties and I knew legendary gear (purple) that legendary weapon, indicated by an orange rarity, more potentially weapons with magic or physical strength than other weapons of that basement. One in each cellar, sometimes two, mythical (IES) is only attainable in that cellar. These are the current Legendaries in Dungeon Quest Note: You can only get legends on nightmare note: in desert temple nuts, can be
a mess where you can get a great there. Note: Samurai Palace in crazy, Could be a mess where you get the legendary cellar level desert fury desert temple named there 20 hybrid (Warrior and Mage) Crystallized Greatsword Winter Outpost 56 Hybrid (Warrior and Mage) Soulstealer Pirate Island 68 Warrior Can Gods Pirate Island Staff 68 Dana Beastmaster Magic Scythe Kings Castle 77 Dana Beastmaster War Scythe Kings Castle
77 Warrior Dual Phoenix Daggers Underworld 87 Warrior Phoenix Greatstaff Underworld 8 7 Dana Sak Ura Grestaff Samurai Palace 97 Dana Sakura Katana Samurai Palace 97 Warrior Overlord the Canals 106 Maaz Overlord's Residence the Canals 106 Warrior Keraken Slayer Fierce Harbour 116 Warrior Sea Serpent Wings Fierce Harbour 116 Dana Inventor's Spellbled Steampunk 126 Dana Inventor's Greatword Steamcup
Overloaded Staff Boss Raid (Steampunk) 130 Dana Dual Bio Forged Practice Owner Raid (Steampunk) 130 Warrior Dual God Forged Blade Owner Raid (Late) 130 Warrior God Forged Greatstaff Boss Raid (Late) 130 Dana Twisted Wood Greatsword Owner Raid (Nature) 1 30 Warrior Twisted Wood Greatstaff Owner Raid (Nature) 130 Dana Gaz Galactic Dual Blade Orbital Outpost 146 Warrior Galactic Pike Orbital Outpost 146 Dana
Lava King's Warscythe Volcano Chambers 156 Warrior Lava King Magic Daggers Volcano Chambers 156 Dana Many People are also known as collectors to seek after those items because of their high rare items. Here's the full list of all the legends and their value. Sweet Fury: 10-15 million Crystalized greatsword: 15-20 million Soulstealer: 20-25 Million Staff of gods: 20-30 Mill Beastmaster War Scythe: 30-40 Mill Beastmaster Magic
Scythe: 30-40 million Phoenix Greatstaff: 60-70 million (currently unsurpassed Double Phoenix Daggers: 60 - 70 Mill Sakura Greatstaff: 80-90 Mill Sakura Katana: 80-90 Lakh Overscord's Resblade: 250-350 Mill Overlord K Mande: 300-400 Mill Kraken Slayer: 700-900 Lakh??? Marine Serpent Wings: 700-900 million??? Investigator Greatsword: 2B-3B Inventor's Spellblade 2B-3B Any Owner Raid Tier 30 Legend: 10B Galactic Pike:
About 15B Galactic Dual Blade: About 15B items are an essential feature in the DFO, as in any other game. Previously, characters rely greatly on levels and skills to improve their strength, but as the game progresses, they become increasingly dependent on the effective use of objects, they are tools, consumables, materials or search materials. Depending on their rarity, objects are classified into different ranks, indicating the color of
their name. Item type tool weapon creates 1 tool slot each class has special weapons with different attack speed. Your subclass usually determines the type of weapon to use. Armor makes 5 tool slots have five sub-types: fabric armor, leather armor, light armor, heavy armor, plate armor accessories makes 3 tool slots usually adds magic defense; Makes three slots, bracelets, necklaces, and ring slots. Title Builds 1 Tool Slot titles are
considered tools in the DFO, and they take a list slot. You can store additional titles in the title book. Special Tool 3 Tool Slots promotes special stats, magic stones, and earrings; Must be unlocked with System Quest. The device refers to wearable objects; There are a total of 10 potentially equipped slots on one character (this does not include avatar equipped slots). Many weapons are class-specific, and some classes get bonuses
from specific armors; See Weapons and Armor for more information. The tool dictionary, a list of all the tools found in the game, can be found by clicking the service menu button at the bottom of your screen and visiting Gear Info. Basic common appliances can be found in stores, but there is so much damage between common weapon production differences And rare weapon figures that these rare objects are highly recommended.
Better equipment can only be obtained through drops or other players selling these drops. See the dungeon drop guide for drop information. Item grade weapons, armor, and accessories can all range from different grade properties: Inferior weak ordinary exceptional superior grade quality affects some stat ranges for these devices. A weapon-grade quality is dependent on its attack values, armor it's influenced by physical defense
values, and the stuff it magic are dependent on defense values. Additional properties such as fundamental resistance, status tolerance, stat enhancement like STR, VIT, HP and MP are not all affected by the grade quality of the item in question and the figures are always randomly generated. For example, a weak item may have more STR than exceptional items. Grade quality affects the physical defense of armor and the magic
defense of accessories. Grades can be reset to a random value using the Calido box. Consumables These items can be used through hotkeys or by right clicking them in inventory. They usually affect one of the stats and have a cold timer. HP Boost restores health points. MP Boost restored the supposed points. HP and MP Boost items that restore both health and mind points. Temporary stat boost items that increase any of your
important stats for a short time. Unusual state recovery items enemy-induced states such as poison and bleeding are fundamentally attacked/attacked. Throw weapon items that you can hurl at enemies for long range attacks. Pot items that you can break to gain different types of gear items. Call item consumables that call monsters to help you in the war. Recipes are rare pieces of fabric on which to etchthe ingredients for a very
special item. Content Many items fall into this category, so this section of inventory tends to be filled quickly. Check quest requirements in advance and solve inventory regularly. Quest items These items are used for both normal and repeatable quests. Craft items these objects are used for crafting armor or weapon cube pieces Are related to enhancing several spells and search cube pieces are used to enhance clear cube pieces
Equipped changing forms can be purchased with CERA through the inventory store or earned through events. They are used to customize their characters and add useful figures on it. Creatures is a useful pet that boosts your character's stats, puts useful skills into battle, and faithfully follows you all the time. Items are marked by rare item ranks color. All items in the game are held by rare, which is easily recognized by the color of their
name and icon border. If the rarity of an item increases, its value and specification does. Most In, epic tools belong to a set. Levels 90 sets offer bonus effects on 3 and 5 pieces, while lower levels offer epic bonuses either only Pieces or 3 pieces, if it is a helpful set. Common tools are basic tools that are easily obtained in dungeons and NPC shops. They can be separated for clear cube pieces and common spirits or simply sold to
NPCs for a decent amount of gold. Unusual unusual devices are moderately stronger and rarer than common devices. They can be separated for unusual spirits and colorful cube pieces. Rare rare tools are usually found only in dungeons or as prizes from quests. They can be separated for a variety of rare spirits and materials used by businesses. Magic sealed devices make up the majority of rare devices, meaning they can be traded
until their seal is broken, which will generate random additional figures and become untradeable. You can re-roll bonus stats on items through seria conversion. See the Magic Sealed Equipment page for more information Heritage Tools were special rare tools that offered bonus statistics when equipped as a set based on the level of the equipment. They are currently unattainable. Unique unique tools are much rareer than rare tools
and offer additional skill levels, bonus sub stats such as additional skill levels, bonus sub stats to name a few. In addition to being found as generic cellar loot, Seria can also randomly compound a unique item using another unique tool, high-grade elemental crystals, and unique spirits. Usually unique equipment seals are found, meaning they can be traded until they are equipped. They can be separated for unique spirits, high-grade
elemental crystals, and rarely gold cube pieces. Halidoom tools are similar to legacy tools that offer bonus effects when they are equipped as a set, typically additional skill levels and a large number of additional stats. Like regular unique devices, Seria Haliddom is able to compound the tool and can be found randomly in the dungeons. The Halidoom tool can be obtained from random drops or using halidom converters purchased from
Caracas using Carnlian. Boss Unix has special unique drops that fell from specific owners and were untradeable rather than sealed. Alternatively, they can be purchased using designated meteors that were also dropped from the dungeons. For example, black meteors can be found in ghent dungeons and could turn into Zeldine for the owner's unique to that area. Season 4, as act 01: The original, owner unique and meteors used to
buy them are now attainable. Chronicle Chronicle tools are special tools that can only be found in otherverse dungeons or purchased from Bowmaster Ludmila and Natalia Sue in St. Horn for interneme pieces. They are similar to the Halidoom tool that they offer bonus effects when they are equipped, but to a much larger degree - sometimes they can completely change how a class plays. They are also special in the fact that they are
locked in subclasses and always dropped as untradeable. are. chronicle chronicle Do not type your soul, and instead give Nihilistic Demon Stone and Nihilistic Demon stone pieces on incoherence. Season 6, as act 01: Ascension, chronicle tools can no longer be achieved. Tainted tools (also known as crack tools) are the most common form of chronicle devices. They do not belong to a particular set, although they can achieve bonus
effects through the use of red dimensional aura, blue dimensional aura, and green dimensional aura. These effects generally enhance skills, ranging from bonus damage or strong buff effects, making them ideal for buff enhancement devices. Each piece of tainted devices can be imbued with two-dimensional aus, but the other imbuement has a 90% chance of eliminating the item. This fate can be avoided by using the full red
dimensional aura, full blue dimensional aura, or the full green dimensional aura for the second imbuement, because the full dimensional aura has no chance of destroying the item. Tier 2 and Tier 3 Chronicle are pieces of tool tools that belong to a set, providing additional effects on 3, 6 and 9 pieces. Each set has a tool for every slot except earrings and titles, for 12 possible devices per set. These additional effects can potentially
increase game-play to an extreme degree, so gears are good options for progress. Each tier consists of 3 to 4 sets for each subclass. In addition, unlike the name suggests, Tier 3 items are not strictly stronger than tier 2 sets, and Tier 2 sets are not strictly inferior to Tier 3 sets. Season 6, as act 01: Ascension, they can no longer be achieved. Tier 1 Chronicle Tools is the weakest type of chronicle tool and is served to provide the
minimum statistics required to enter the Othervers dungeon. These were purchased from the refuge with chaos stones, and Season 4, Act 01: As of origin, they can no longer be achieved. Legendary legendary tools are powerful tools that often offer very powerful effects. While low-level legends exist, they most commonly found level 85 and beyond. Legends are key to making progress in raids, as bonus figures they provide often
need to succeed in the bare minimum Anton Raid. The Seria level can also compound the most mythical objects over 85, and require objects similar to unique objects, albeit with legendary grade instruments rather than unique. In most cases, mythological instruments can randomly be found in the form of drops from the laboratory of ancient dungeons, Anton and Luke. Low-level Legendaries can be prepared through recipes bought in
Gabriel's secret shop. When separated, they oppress a small amount of mythological spirits. Quest Legends are the most accessible legendary tool and can be purchased from Luther in St. Horn with ancient memory pieces found in the Inter-Dimensional Rift dungeon at levels 2 and 3. There are 7 tool sets that each grant bonus effect on 3, 5 and 6 pieces. These are usually a place to start Gearing up for raids, the impact they provide
as noticeably damage can boost production. They are all acquired as untradeable. There are 7 tool sets: Requiem weapons can be purchased with stones equivalent through Luther on powerful weapons that are obtained through random encounters with Ephelius in St. Horn, which crack the inter-dimensional. These can be further enhanced in liberation weapons, which have provided even stronger effects. These are generally
demanding for their + % bonus damage, which can be very useful for players with weak gear. Requiem weapons are initially untraceable, although when upgraded to a Liberation weapon, they can be tradable if the recipe is obtained from the tradable Liberation Recipe box instead of the tradable Liberation Recipe box. Similar to Requiem and Liberation weapons, reconstruction weapons are powerful weapons that can be obtained at
level 90. They come with very high base critical hit rates and a bonus skill level for all skills. They initially start at unique rare which are purchased from red in Central Park with purification stones, then are upgraded into terra: weapons using reconstructed recipes. Unlike liberation weapons, the reconstruction weapons are undiable in both stages. Icon legends are special mythological tools that can be found in Icon. They act somewhat
similarly to tainted chronicle devices that they can be adapted to an extent through snowflake joshua and gallantry tool option modifier NPC in pandemonium junction. They are all level 90, untradeable, and do not yield mythical spirits when separated, instead endless eternity, pieces of gold cube, and crest stone need to adapt to the icon set. Epic epic tools are arguably the best and rarest tool in the game, and are gated as extremely
rare drops from either end game dungeons or hell mode. They can also be crafted through epic dishes purchased from the dictionary, epic Simona, or epic crafting machine, but when these methods are tailored, they are incredibly expensive and/or expensive. When separated, they ex uttarakhand an epic soul. Savior weapons are incredibly powerful weapons that can only be obtained by the contents of the raid. They can initially be
purchased from the raid shop with either pieces of Anton's soul or randomly found upon the completion of Anton's raid. They can then be upgraded through recipes purchased from the raid shop with refined teranium. In almost every case, these weapons are the best possible weapon, often providing unmatched damage capability. Epic crafting machine provides a guaranteed way to get specific epic weapons, often marked by the
community as craftable epics. See Epic Crafing Machine for more information. Legendary legendary tools have a unique level of tools, which are found in end-game dungeons set at level 100. This level is unique unlike other levels, legendary tools only the most bracelets or earrings are found in and A mythical tool can be worn on one character at a time. To compensate, legendary tools have great rapport with epic tools and can
transfer upgrades to your legendary devices. Repair when the durability score of a gear item reaches zero, the defense and damage figures drop to a lower level. You are able to repair gear items through NPC throughout the game by paying a small amount of gold. Della Delilah appears whenever you complete a basement and the most convenient is the NPC through which your item has to be repaired. Click Delilah and either specify
the item you want to repair by clicking the Fix button, or click Fix All to repair all damaged items. Delila will then tell you how much gold will be spent for the requested repairs. Gabriel is also able to repair his items when he appears in place of Delilah. Portable Repair Machine Portable Repair Machine is located at the entrance of each dungeon hub and can also separate the devices. Kiri Kiri Hendon is located in Mayre. He can repair,
as well as strengthen his equipment. The Clinter Client is located in the Apherlia Post. He can repair, as well as enhance your equipment. June June is found in Suju Blacksmith in Shonan City. He also sells various items and refines your weapons. Reinforcement Lady Kiri Hendon is located in Myre and can strengthen your accessories, armor and weapons, which enhances the physical and magical bonus. It costs gold and clear
cubic pieces to operate the Kiri machine. The cost and success rate are shown before agreeing to the upgrade. Be warned (success rate is shown only if the upgrade level is under +10), if a reinforcement effort fails between +4 and +10, the item will be reduced in reinforcement level. If a reinforcement attempt fails above +10, the item will be destroyed. A reinforcement security ticket will prevent your item from being destroyed, but it
will lose all reinforcement levels and return to +0. Finishing June, the blacksmith in the city of Shonan is able to refine your weapon, which enhances its independent ATK. And unusual situation attack. Unlike reinforcements, refining costs electricity energy instead of gold. It is also safer than reinforcement because failing to refine will not affect the weapon in any negative way, only cost powerful energy being consumed. Unfortunately,
unlike reinforcements, refinement is capped at 8 stage refining, and while reinforcement is readily available for low-level characters in the underfoot, refinement can only be done in the city of Shonan, which requires a character of 69 or above to enter, or in the guild whereabouts if the player has joined a guild. Cube pieces, spirits and elemental crystals come in useful throughout the game. The portable repair machine in any basement
lobby parted any gear item into these materials. The rarity of an item affects the type of content you receive individually. Item You can also randomly get jackpots when separating, resulting in To obtain a large amount of material. The following item types differ randomly in one or more: Common Tools: Clear Cube Pieces and Common Spirits Unusual Tools: Clear Cube Pieces, Colorful Cube Pieces and Unusual Spirits Rare Tools: Low
Grade Elemental Crystals, Gold Cube Pieces, and Rare Spirits Unique Tools: High Grade Elemental Crystals, Gold Cube Pieces and Unique Spirits Chronicle Tools: Clear Cube Pieces, Chaos Stone Debris Iconist Monster Stone Mythical Tools: Mythical Souls Echo Legendary Tools: Endless Eternity, Cube Pieces of Gold, and Darma Symbols. Loyalty Crest Stones, Persistence Crest Stones, or Valor Crest Stones based on tool option
groups. Epic tools: Crafting Epic Spirits Roger Levin is an item located in the Underfoot Guild Junction next to Crafter Abello. Fabric scraps, worn leather, season bone pieces, rusty iron scraps, raw hardeners, and raw paving stones, for example, can all be taken for Roger Levin crafted in recipe ingredients items. Melvin Richter in the Ghent manufacturing district can craft items as well. Good
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